Visit the Ulysses Fair

Wednesday, April 25, 2018
7:45am to 11:15am
12:00pm to 2:30pm
Northwest High School Auditorium

Anuar Beisembayev
Autonomous Drones: How Machine Learning Can Apply to Drones

Jocelyn Chen
Kill 'em With Kindness: The Reasons Behind Altruism

Tara Doddapaneni
What’s the Buzz? The Importance of the Bee Decline

Eeshah Haq
The Benefits of Reuse in Our Throwaway Society

Chloe Hickman
Wear Teal for a Safe Meal: Preparedness for Food Allergies in School

Jelani Hines
Hair-ism: A Hair-Raising Study of Hair Culture

Kayla Jan
Is it Worth it? The Side Effects of Accutane

Vyoma Jani
The Psychology of Siblings: A Study of Birth Order

Janiece Jefferies
The Shedding of Snake Skin: A Study of Dry Skin

Corey Jones
Let’s Get Cracking: Recent Advancements in Neurosurgery

Pranusha Kareddy
Why Did I Buy That? A Study of Subliminal Marketing

Nina Lau
The End of Aging: A Study of the Genetics of Anti-Aging Medicine

Hyeseung Lee
The Manual to Diagnosing Mental Disorders

LaTésjia Lorfi
The Effects of Breastfeeding on Children's Behavior

Nicole Monninger
Animals in Captivity

Sahiti Nadimpalli
Pre-K to Prime: A Study of Early Childhood Education

Danielle Nwogu
Exploring the Value of Graphic Novels in Classroom

Deborah Nwogu
Fashion as a Projection of Society's View of Women

Olivia Nwokoma
A Study of the Ethics and Consequences of Human Cloning

Julia Perez
Hippotherapy: The Benefits of Riding for Children with Disabilities

Jessica Saunders
A Study of Societal Difficulties for Biracial Teenagers

Pamela Steimel
The Perception of Coloring: A Pigment of Your Imagination

Alisha Varma
A Study of Medical Access in Low-Income Rural and Urban Communities

Emma Walters
Challenging Rock Bottom: The Biology and Psychology of Addiction

Jennifer Wang
The Idealization of Being Busy